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34.	The  summarised figures for	1915-1922	are
therefore, as follows :—
Total Appointments          ..	mm        _	291
By Open Competition       ..	\[        "	g4
By Nomination"   ..             ..	\'         "	2Q7
fnjlish         ••	         !1         1!       176
Indian         t..         ..         ..        ^	^^g
I have included in these figures 27 appointments by nomination which were not actually made till 1923 because being made under the Temporary Provisions Act of 1915, they properly belong to the war period I should mention that these figures are based on my own researches and may contain trifling inaccuracies
35.	From   1922 onwards the London open com
petition ,gradually   righted   itself.    The   power   to
appoint by nomination under the Temporary Pro
visions Act, disappeared in 1924 and was not exer
cised after 1923; but a new complication was intro
duced in ,1922 by the introduction, $ that year, of a
competitive examination for the IjEndian CiVil^ervice
confined*to  domiciled  Indians,'and  held in India
originally at Allah'abad but JKjw at Delhi.
With this examination vanished the old practice of appointing candidates to the Indian Civil Service whether European or Indian strictly in order of merit, since it is impossible to arrange in one order of merit two sets of candidates examined in different subjects, at different'places and (now) by different examiners.
36.	Another   consideration   destroyed   the   possi
bility of making appointments in strict order of merit.
The percentage of recruitment of Indians for the
Indian Civil Service was fixed in ±920 at 33 rising by
i£ per cent, till 48 per cent, was reached in the year
1930.    That   proportion   was   altered   by   the   Lee
Commission whose proposals are contained in para
graph 109 (XIII) of page 65 of their report.    They
contemplate that of the posts in the civil service
40 per cent, should be recruited from  Europeans,
40 per cent, from Indians and 20 per cent, by the
promotion of Indians from the provincial service.    It
is obvious that it is only by the merest accident that
an  order of merit could conform with these per
centages and that the necessity of adhering to a per
centage based on nationality must almost invariably
mean/that some of the candidates who would succeed
on order of merit are excluded by their nationality
whether that be Indian or European.
37i A third consideration has involved a still more extreme departure from the order of merit. Englishmen compete only in London. Indians compete both in London and in India. The London competition is in practice closed to all Indians who cannot afford the heavy expense of a journey to England; it is specially favourable to those who can incur the still heavier expense of an English education." Consequently, the. great majority of Indian candidates have to compete in India or not at all; the small minority can compete in London.
38: It is necessary, however, in London to complete the quota of English recruits and it would be contrary to justice to exclude from the I.C.S. any Indian who beats in the London Examination the English recruit who stand lowest on the English quota. The result is that the minority of Indians who can compete in London have the first call on the Indian vacancies and the majority of Indians who can onjy compete in India have to scramble for the residue. This residue' is still farther diminished by another consideration. One-third of the Indian places in the. Indian Civil Service are reserved for minority communities (Muslims, Sikhs, etc.). If, for instance, there are 30 Indian places, it is ascertained how many minority community members have got in by direct order of merit. If that number is less than ten the deficiency is. made up by nominating outside the direct order of merit members of those communities.
Consequently, the Indian in India after finding that a large proportion of the Indian places has been monopolised by the minority of Indians who can compete in London finds that the residue available for competition in India, is still furttier reduced by the provision, for appointment on religious grounds.
 It may thus easily happen in any year that there are no vacancies at all available for competition in India. In no year have there been more than nine vacancies so available and in one year the number fell to three. Thus in London there are many places for few candidates and in India few places for many candidates.
 39.	In practice Indians have discovered that it is
much easier to get into the I.C.S. in London, than in
India;   and a practice has sprung up whereby a
candidate who has failed in India goes to London if he
can raise the necessary funds and succeeds there.    In
the London examination of 1927 I think no less than
ten candidates were successful who had previously
failed in India.   One candidate was successful whom
after careful consideration the Public Service Com
mission had rejected in India as being too bad even
for a nomination as member of a minority community.
 40.	The sense of injustice thereby created must be
very great.    A is fifth in the  Indian competition
when there are only four places to be awarded.    He
fails and must seek another 'career.    B  is perhaps
fortieth in the same competition.    He is able to go to
London and gets into the I.C.S.   A and B may both
come from the same province and A having failed may
enter the provincial service.    He will then serve under
B who is his inferior in every respect.    Cases of this
kind  are  not  imaginary.    They  are  common  and
becoming increasingly common.
41.	In order to remedy these difficulties it has been
suggested that the London competition  should  be
closed to Indians and that all Indians should compete
in India.    I   think  such  a  proposal,   if  accepted
without modifications, would have rather unfortunate
results.    Indians have always been able to compete
at the London Examination, and the withdrawal of
the privilege would be resented.   It would also render
impossible any comparison of the merits of European
and Indian recruits.     Apart from this, however, I
should greatly deprecate1 any hindrance to the entry
into the LC.S. of Indians who have been educated at
English Universities and possibly at English public
schools.    I need not enter into the debatable question
whether it is desirable that an Indian should obtain
his education in England, and, if so, from what age;
The fact is that there are many Indians educated
in England and they afford some of the best possible
material for the I.C.S., material I should be sorry to
lose.    Few of them could afford to come to India on
the speculative possibility of success in the Indian
examination in which their English education would
be rather a disadvantage than an advantage and there
are special difficulties attaching to their attendance
at the Indian Examination,
42, It is a case where there are obvious disadvantages attaching to every solution and it is necessary to choose the least disadvantageous. On the whole I am inclined to think that the least objectionable course would be as follows:—
1.	Close   the   London   examination   to    Indian
candidates.
2.	Invite applications in London for entry to the
LC.S, from Indian candidates who are being educated in England.
3.	Bring applicants before a selection committee
in London to select a small number of candidates who appear likely to be successful.
4.	Send those selected candidates to compete at an
Indian Examination, giving them a pecuniary allowance to cover the whote-or part of the expense of their journey t» India. 5 If the Indian examination appeared to be unfavourable to these candidates, give them an option of taking special papers in some subjects
If objection is taken to (4) onfinancial grounds, I would point out that the money which ss spent under couWbe saved by aboB^tiag or curtailing foe educated candidates the period of probation, ind.
43 it seems clear that the present system must break down before long owing to tne intriaafc jnv fatness and tfscqrtteak it causes. It » deeply
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